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if you want to play the game without having to mod it, and just experience a similar game as in the original, then de:ext is the mod to go. there are two primary features of this mod: file extracting and patching. the first of these allows you to extract the game files from the original files and replace them with a more up to date version. this provides the end user the ability to enjoy a patched, updated game from the original deus ex. the second feature is patching. instead of just manually replacing the files, this tool will automatically extract and replace files based on tags in the game. this tag system allows you to change the name of "the salvation project" to "final
frontier", rename player races from "human" to "mammal", and provides the ability to play the game from the past and present and experience deus ex on pc. using the patching feature can be a bit confusing for new players, however. the game will not automatically detect the new files and titles. it will first ask you to confirm that it's replacing the files and restoring the game. so you should actually be following the prompts to "confirm file replacement", etc., which is a bit tedious. this is where the patching instructions come in handy. this mod will let you know where all of the files, including what they should be named and done some simple patching, making it easier
to play deus ex. after you gather the weapons that youll need, head back upstairs and over to the small, kitchenlike area. as you can see, the door is locked, and there is a window above the oven that you cant really see through from the outside. the key is in the oven, on a plate with three other keys, underneath the cake. look at the key on top of the plate, then go over and pick the plate up. make sure the first key is on the plate, then put it back in the oven. go back over and look at the key from the oven, then go back and grab the keys. each individual key represents a different lock on the door. you can only use one key per lock, so be sure to grab the right key for

the lock you wish to open!
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if a sprite is over you, your carrying capacity is too high. in standard first-person games, you are always seen from the chest up, and there is no way to know how high your carrying capacity is, unless you are told by your game. the only way to decrease your carrying capacity is to be hit by an enemy; for example, in deus
ex: revision, to be hit decreases your carrying capacity by a small amount. when you lower your carrying capacity, your "health" bar will decrease. if you have no health and are hit while attacking a monster, you will die. it is possible to increase carrying capacity to a small extent by taking an augment that increases

carrying capacity, though this does not result in increasing the total size of a person. you can also use backpack capacity augments to increase carrying capacity, though the increase will not last after you take them off. another way to increase carrying capacity is by equipping a portable increase to carrying capacity such
as the anchor, which will increase carrying capacity while you are on a floor or hold, but will become unusable if the floor ends. floor bags and platform bags increase carrying capacity at the base of the pack, but do not need to be equipped to be useful. you can carry as much as you can fit in your inventory, though if the

game tells you this is not possible, it is impossible. you can also carry more inventory by equipping the arrow slingshot (only available in revision) to increase the amount of items a slingshot can carry. in deus ex: trinity, whether this is implemented is unknown. i have not seen anyone do it, but if you could find a way to use
the aim scripts to increase hp, it would be awesome. i can not find a place to buy the pack, but there is a bunch on ebay i have already seen them for 25-40usd a pack. not sure how you would do it though. 5ec8ef588b
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